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IlWba.t is mind? No matter.
'Vhat is matter? Ne,·er mind."

There is something great and something fatal concerning tbe
above questions and answers: great because they express tbe con
clusion of a mind in contemplation of itself and fatal because they
terminate that contemplation witbout any definite, satisfactory re
sult. That a principle or force or any unknown quantity should
combine with matter or known quantity is strange. There is lit
tle or no apparent relation between them. 'We cannot think of
mind as a source of matter or think of ll1'3.tter as a source of mind,
or think of two things so entirely different united by a power
wbich is more difficult to comprehend tban either. 'vVe cannot see
why mind should select matter as a means through wbich it may
act. It looks like a retrograde process, an attempt to elevate mat
ter by an act of condecension. If mind came down fr0111 heaven
and voluntarily took up its abode in matter then mind qualified it
self voluntarily by an adjective of low degree. Mind is better off
without matter than with it. 'vVe cannot conceive of anything
gained by the union of these two unlike things as far as mind is
concerned. From what we know of its appearance it is easier to
consider it as a progressive act governed by physical laws on the
one side and infinite intelligence 011 the other. The date of union
depended upon physical conditions. Tlle earth had reached a cer
tain state and as far as we know was composed of known quanti
ties. Tlle same chemical elements existed then as now and there
was nothing mysterious abollt them; bllt as soon as a certain tem
perature was reached, in some 'way a few of the 'elements came to
gether, an unknown quantity was developed and a new body ap
peared,-a body without ancestry. This new body was proto
plasm. Not mind and matter; but mind in matter. Not atoms
pIns a toms; bnt atoms personified, indi vid ualized or Deified. Mat-
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ter differentiated from matter by .something higher than matter.
There is scarcely less difference between them than between a point
and line of infinite length. They sta.nd at both ends of the diame
ter of an infinite circle and for some reason this line becomes a
point; that is by looking backward along the line of life we can ar
rive at a condition of mind so little above matter that we might
mistake one for the other. This must have been the common
origin of all other protoplasm, otherwise especial creative acts
were essential as each slightly different form of life appeared and
this is not in harmony with the plans of an infinite intelligence.
"Let there be life", implies no greater power than "Let there be
light". It would lower our estjmate of the Creator to suppose
that He created an atom for the Protozoon -another for Vermes
another for Arthropodia-another for Vertebrata-another for man;
an atom for'Homer-an atom for Job-an atom for Aeschylus-an
atom for Saint Paul-an atom for Dante-or Tasso or Virgil-an
atom for Tacitus or Juvenal-an atom for Voltaire, Cervantes or
Shakespeare-an atom for Ccesar, Alexander or Napoleon-an
atom for Plato, Socrates or Sophocles. "Let there be life!" would
cover the whole ground from Algae to Protozoon and from Proto
zoon to Shakespeare. That like produces like we would expect;
but observation teaches us that like produces like plus a difference
which may require ages to develope into a recognizable form.
Thus no two forms or two masses or two combinations of proto
plasm are exactly alike. The difference may not be in structural
elements but in structural attainments, developments or arrange
ments which account for the different phenomena of life. Sur
rounding physical conditions modify these developments and hence
laws which govern material bodies shape the destiny of immaterial
bodies. These laws prevail thronghout the universe although
they may vary in degree and if they account for developments of
protoplasm and attainments of various degress of progression in
one part of the universe they account for similar results in another
part: that is protoplasm is universal. If on the other hand it is
the product of Deity direct, then there is no reason why He should
confine it to earth especially when other worlds so close!y resemble
ours. What we actually find here may reasonably be expected to
exist on another world akin to earth. One thing is fairly certain
and that is whenever living matter manifests itself it manifests it
self in about the same manner a.s surely as Sodium burned would
manifest itself in the same part of the spectrum whether burned
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he~e or on the surface of Jupiter, and again it would be universal.
Ifuniversal it may differ in the exhibition of the phenomena in
accordance with the state of physical laws that prevail in different
parts of the universe; that is it may reach a higher or greater at
tainment or development in certain parts that are favorable than in
other parts which are unfavorable.

It is not likely that on worlds of low temperature it attains as
high an estate as on worlds of higher temperature; but in some re
spects, especially in its simple attributes, protoplasm on earth
would resemble protoplasm on Mars or Saturn or a distant star.
As we know it protoplasm depends upon metabolism for its exist
ence and upon any other planet or star it must depend upon the
same metabolism. The results' of metabolism are growth, motion
and reproduction; these are the phenomena of life and must be
universal. The ratio of the lower to the higher forms of life would
depend upon the relation of a world to its source of light. We
know about what is required for that particular form of life known
as man and may reasonably suppose" that he lives anywhere where
like physical conditions exist. We know about what is required
for the existence of the amreba; but the two animals, man and
amreba, could not exist under exactly the same conditions; for
amreba has lived on earth before il was possible for man to make
his appearance at all. So that variations in development would
coincide with variations in physical conditions and worlds without
life equal to man may possess life eqnal to amreba. It is not diffi
cult to account for a form of life snperior to man and so the worlds
of space may be occupied by inhabitants whose requirements are
equal to and no greater than the conditions supplied. True an in
finite Creator might have made it possible for man to exist in
water or nnder other conditions; but aquatic man could never have
reached his present state. It is easier to believe that the aquatic
animal could by a long series of changes have left the water and
assumed in time man's present state.. Neptune is so far removed
from the sun that he receives very little light from it and it is not
possible for us to conceive how man could exist there and reach
the estate he has attained here. The highest forms of life there
could no more than equal the lower forms of life here. If there are
more worlds like Neptune than like earth, then the universe is not
the home of beings like man. Protoplasm may be universal, but
with its highest degree of attainment is 110t universal. In other
words man is not everywhere. Protoplasm has a certain bearing-
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upon medicine which it. may be well to consider. As defined by
some it is anything from an active, living amceba to a broiled beef
steak. Such a definition will not answer our ·purpose; nor is it
easy to see how anyone can consider a living animal and a broiled
beefsteak as examples of one and the same thing. We mean by pro
toplasm a mass of matter composed of known elements in unknown
proportions, plus an evident something which makes continuance
possible by tbe appropriation of energy through metabolism-that
is living matter. Perhaps it was first introduced in the form of
the Algae and if we open the second chapter of the Book of Crea
tion we find it in the form of the Protozoa-animals, whose exist
ences concern us because they represent the primary evidences of
the union of the material and immaterial which characterize the
particular form of protoplasm from which the animal kingdom is
derived. \Ve look UP01~ ourselves and the lower animals as com
posed of different parts, each one of which is essential to the com
plete whole. There are the respiratory, digestive, genito-urinary,
muscular and nervous systems. These are composed of organs, the
organs of tissues, the tissues of- cells and intercellular substances and
these cells are masses of protoplasm which resemble in both struc
ture aud habits the unicellular animals of the prehistoric age; so that
man himself is an aggregation of minute animals, approximating
the forms of life which welcomed the silurian age. Man often
elevates himself to a high position by assuming a superiority of
protoplasm. Should we select a cell from each one of the four
tissues of all animals there is no means at our command by which
we could distinguish the cell of one animal from that of another.
We cannot say; this is dog protoplasm and that is human proto
plasm any more than we can say; the light which shines upon the
dog is dog light, in distinction from the light which shines upon
man, and is human ligbt. There is no more kuown difference
between the protoplasm of a dog and man than there is between
the protoplasm of the lowest savage and the highest type of man.
Men often at tem pt to distinguish human blood from dog's blood
in medico-legal cases and as often fail. There is no reason wby
such a difference should be suspected. This. does not lower pro
toplasm of men or elevate the protoplasm of dog, but simply views
it from tbe standpoint of universality. Every physician and every
theologian ot1ght to see living matter in its simplest forms in order
that they may know something about the protoplasm which is the
basis of the animal body. What a strange thing it is! I have
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wa tched it for hours, possibly for days, in the form of ciliated epitbe
lium; no brain, no nerve, no cause of motion discernable. What
makes it move? We observe the cell protoplasm and see nothing
that acconnts for it ; we watch the nnclens and see nothing that
accounts for it. Ouit goes. Man is bewildered as he attempts to
grasp the power that moves it. He compntes the orbits of the
planets with ease, predicts the retnrn of comets witb accuracy,
writes the equatio:ls of curves with readiness, dea~s with the prin
ciples of physics as a child with toys and calcnlates Infinity with
the same mind tbat shudders and faints in the presence of this
little, microscopic mass of matter that lives-a single cell in mo
tion. On it goes! Is it possible that a mind which comprehends
the universe, sinks into insignificance before such a trifle as tbis?

He brings all bis powers of mind to bear upon it and after a
period of tremendous concentration of thought, during which be
calls beaven and earth to his aid, he fails and as be is abont to
throw it away in despair, it stops: the cilia are still. Intently be
gazes upon it, but it is forever still. What stopped it? Who can
reinstate the motion? There is the protoplasm and there is tbe
nucleus as before and there are the cilia. He commands it, ex
hortsit, implores it, "Still! Death !" he murmurs, "wbat is it?" and
he looks into the heavens vanquished and bows in adoration before
an object 1-500 of an inch in diameter-a mountain bowing to a
molecule. Life cannot know itself.

Is Omniscience better off? That little life stands in such ratio
to ourselves as we to Deity and even then we know not what it is.
It is difficult to understand bow protoplasm can be graded. That
some animals are made of II finer stuff" than others seems true.
But perhaps surrounding conditions are accountable for much that
is called superiority and much that is called superiority is not su
perior. If the protoplasm of serfdom differs from that of royalty
there is no method by which it can be detected; nor can we un
derstand how the immaterial in the abstract can be graded. The
difference between the high and low wonld be in degree and not
in kind. It is not likely that hunger or thirst or fear or anger or
certain jndgments in the dog differ from those same .qualities in
man. If there is a graded difference the highest type of proto
plasm with which we are famitiar ought to be found in the frontal
convolutions of the cerebrum of man inasmpch as mind seems to
be located there and by common consent we naturally attribute to
the nervous system a superiority of high degree. A comparisoIi
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of protoplasm of the nervous system with that of a leucocyte may
be of advantage. Nerve cells and fibres make up the nervous sys
tem-the neuroglia being merely supporting in character. The
axis cylinder is that part of the fibre which conducts impulses and
each axis cylinder has its own nerve cell. The axis cylinder is an
extension of the protoplasm of the nerve cell and therefore is a
part of it. This brings the nervous system down to protoplasm.
Let us select a lencocyte from the vessels of a cold blooded animal
that we may not be bothered with temperature.

We place it under the cover glass and observe it. After a time
it thmsts out portions of itself in different directions-pseudopodia
It pushes them out in one direction and draws them in from another,
perhaps opposite, direction. It seems to be happy in its simple
acts; but by this simple act it has accomplished more than sun and
moon and stars, for it has moved at will. As a matter of choice it
has changed its location on the earth's surface, and hence in space;
We tap the cover glass lightly. It stops, withdraws its pseudopod
ia and assumes a spherical condition. How does it stop? It has
no eyes to see, no ears to hear, nor nerves to feel; but it stops. The
infinite worlds of the universe know not free agency; but act in
obedience to law. Here is a world 1-2500 of an inch in diameter
which acts in accordance with its own sweet will. Who shall say
that all protoplasm is not supreme! It stops. This little mass of
protoplasm has become conscious of an outside world. Here is,
perhaps, the grandest achievement of creation. Here is a something
(we cannot call it nothing) within a minute mass of matter that

.possesses knowledge, or is knowledge-the only intelligent mate ria
body in the universe. It is conscious matter; matter spiritualized
or spirit materialized. We can hardly estimate such a condition as
this.

Again, if we observe our little, conscious body longer, we
will find it taking into itself a particle of matter foreign to itself.
If it is food it tears down its elements and builds them up into its
own molecules, thereby making continuance possible. That is, pro
toplasm is not only conscious of an outside world, but conscious of
a dependence upon the outside world for its existence. After using
up its own elements it does not die for the want of a sufficient
knowledge to seek and digest food. It must require a certain
knowledge to do tbis, otherwise its career would soon end. It
knows when something touches it, and recognizes its new relation
by some change of behavior. Here we have protoplasm in its sim-
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plest and, as we call it, in its 'lowest form. Now if we take the
ner ve cells, which are supposed to be the highest form of matter,
and compare them with the unicellular animals, we will be struck
with the similarity between them. Nerve cells are masses of pro
toplasm, each one of which has its own individuality, like other
cells. In animals composed of one cell a special system for knowl
edge is not necessary or possible. The protoplasm is its nervous
system-its medium of consciousness. But as we increase the di
mensions of the animal and rise in the scale of life a certain aggre
gation of cells for the purpose of knowledge is essential, and
therefore the nervous system is developed and located in a safe
place, with cell processes extending to every part of the body; but
the manner in which the unicellular animal receives impressions
must be the same as that by which nerve cells of the brain receive
their impressions, that is; it is merely conscious protoplasm in both
cases, and not a higher, different something in the brain cell. A
nerve cell with its axis, cylinder and termination is a nervous sys
tem, and is nothing more nor less than protoplasm extended in one
or more directions for the sake of convenience. It is conscious mat
ter in one case and conscious matter in the other case. The rela
tion of nerve cells to other cells is not one of a superior to an inferior.
All cells come from the ovum, but in their development certain
specializations occur which account for their differences. These
differences could hardly be more than the result of natural selection
continued through a great number of years. Even a few years in
the life of a man will develop a high degree of conscious sensitive
ness in the cells of the index finger, as seen in the Tactus Eruditus.

We are led to believe that thought is a product of nerve cells, be
cause the destruction of certain nerve cells terminates thought; we
know that bile is the product of the liver cell; we know that in both
brain and liver cell during metabolism there is developed energy
between the income of food and the outgo of waste. This energy
makes it possible for the cells to express by means of products their
respective capacities or individualities, and we say; This is a bile
cell, that a milk cell, this a digestive cell, that a thought cell
meaning by these terms that a common energy makes itself known
by means of bile, milk, gastric juice, or thought, according as it is
obliged to show itself by means of these slightly specialized forms
of protoplasm. That thought should be a product of metabolism of
the nerve cell is no more strange than that bile should be a product
of the metabolism of the liver cell. Neither of th~se cells could

------------------------- -- -
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exist normally without the appearance of these prodncts. Nerve
cells are limited in their capacity to control other forms of proto
plasm in the same body. Will power or brain power alone cannot
cause muscnlar contraction if the blood supply or food supply to the
muscle were cut off and the individuality of the muscle was in abey
ance on account of diminished metabolism; but the muscle will con
tract as long as the food snpply is maintained, although the nervous
system be cut off. It is not the nervous system that makes the
muscle contract, bnt the sensitive condition of the muscle proto
plasm, and the nervous system is merely a convenient way of intro
ducing a stimnlus which muscle protoplasm recognizes as something
external to itself. It contracts for the same reason that the leuco
cyte withdraws its pseudopodia. If a leucocyte had an extended
process three feet in length, an external object brought in contact
with the end of that process wonld be known by the cell at all
points. So a body in contact with the extremity of a nerve fibre is
known at all points of the nerve cell. This places the nervous sys
tem on an equality with other tissues, and it dQubtless belongs
there. It might be asked why any other cells could not be snbsti
tuted for brain cells. It might also be asked why a liver cell could
not produce milk. The answer to both would be: that any cell
forms its products by its own individuality, which amounts to an
inteIligence. Protoplasm implies intelligence. Each cell of the
body must be considered as an individual with its own intelligence,
and the sum of these individual intelligences is equal to animal in
stinct. Of the soul of man nothing can be said from this stand
point. It is better to assume that it exists. The study of the
animal throws no light upon it. A conscious animal is not a con
science animal. An animal cell knows not right and wrong.
" Thou shalt not kill! " was not spoken of the animal cell; for it is
upon the slaughter of other forms of life that it depen.ds for its ex
istence. Murder was never echoed along the corridors of material
ism. Spiritual man stands in such relation to material man as God
to animal. But what we call animal instinct is cell iustinct, or indi
viduality. We consider the ego accountable for the acts of the
animal, whereas cell individllalities are accountable for the ego.

, Millions of egos acting in unison make the animal what it is. Any
variations from unison would give tIle animal some prominent char
acteristics.

To snm up: Protoplasm is sensitive. conscious matter. Proto
plasm is universal. Protoplasm admits of specializations by varia
tions in surrounding conditions. The nervous system is a convenient
way of introducing stimuli for a special purpose. Man iS,a spiritual
animal. Animal instinct is cell individuality.
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EDITORIAL.

The BULLETIN has come into existence as a natural sequence'
of the larger life of onr college and the increased importance which
she has lately assumed in the public eye. '.

vVe are no lougel' a small school located in a remote corner of
the city, bnt by a great leap have become one of the city is promi
nent institutions, and our building such as would be a 'credit 'to any
place. Therefore some better means of communication between the
college and the world, and also among ourselves, has become neces
sary, and the BULLETIN will endeavor to snpply this want.' . .

It was originally suggested as a yearly publication, in which'
the various excellent papers written by students might be preserved
for us in after years. But the idea of a paper, once started, sbon
grew into the more ambitions project of a monthly, and-':"'here we
are.

It will be our aim to carefully present all matters of general.in
terest pertaining to the col1~ge, to serve as a link between the col
lege world and the world outside, to preserve such stndent papers
as may be deemed worthy, and, in short, to become a repository of
snch college doings and happenings as will be of interest now and
pleasant to remember in the future.

With this brief statement of our history and aims we throw
ourselves upon your mercy with the hope that your criticism will be
tempered by the knowledge of onr inexperience in suc4lines ..and·
with an assurance that time will see the correction of any}alllts
which we may now commit.

The BULLETIN has a suggestion to make for the consideration
of the two upper classes which seemS to be a good one'-'That is,
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the organization of a medical society conducted somewhat on the
plan of those societies which they will join upon leaving college.
A meeting once or twice a month, with papers read by the members
and general discussion following, would be the best possible train
ing for the future.

The practice now in vogue with the sophomore class of prepar
ing papers once a month to be read before the physiology class is in
the way of direct preparation for active membership in such a so
ciety and would serve to raise the standard of the papers read there.

The society itself would be a benefit to all its members, giving
them knowledge of how to properly prepare a paper for such a gath
ering, while the papers would be instructive and interesting and the
general discussion following would be an invaluable discipline for
all who took part in it, and all should be. expected to take a part.
A senior medical society or senior and junior society would be a
most excellent thing to organize here as it would give a foretaste of
wbat might be expected in the future when you belong to some
larger medical society. We hope that another month will not see
the college without such an organization, for the increased dignity
and larger prominence which our alma mater has lately assumed
before the public demand correspondingly more of her sons to main
tain her standing. The time is short, perhaps, but a start made
now will be continued next year.

-----
We would bespeak the hearty co-operation of both students

and professors in the way of gathering news and items of interest
for the BULLETIN. One person cannot learn all that is going on in
the college, and if everyone would try to contribute some little note
each month it would greatly add to the interest of the paper.

DIED.
On Jan. 4th, 1898, Edith S., wife of Dr. E. C. Henry.

It was with the deepest sadness that we learned of the death of
the wife of Dr. E. C. Henry, on January 4th. She had but lately
come among us and we bad not learned to know her well, yet her
pleasant face and sweet manner were to us as an earnest of her gen
tle heart, and the hope was in us that we might some day be num
bered among her friends.· But now, when the sleep that knows no
waking has closed those kindly eyes, our hearts go out in sympa
thy to him, our friend and instructor, into whose life has come this
sorrow so unlooked for. And we fain would soften its bitterness,
if w~ could, by t4e sqrro\V a,nd sympat4y we fe~1 for him.
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PHYSIOLOGY.

Papers read by Students before Dr. Foote's Class.

ANIMAL LIFE.
KANL A. CONNELL..

The subject" Animal Life" has been assigned for me to talk
upon, not that I can advance any new or original ideas, or even
give a satisfactory review of the unsurpassable course of lectures
we have heard upon the phenomena of life, but because it is the
custom for two second-year men to spring learned addresses upon
the poor unsuspecting Freshmen on the last day of each month, and
the lots have decided that such an incompetent member as myself
should open the ball with this grand subject. But bear and for
bear; observe the Golden Rule, for your turn will come.

You have all heard of the hypothesis framed to account for
the universe as it today exists; how at one time floating in space
was all matter in a finely divided form and endowed with an incal
culable energy; how the hypothetical universal atom or atoms
united in various combinations to form the seventy or more ele
ments that chemistry today recognizes; how the atoms of these
seeming elements united into molecules, and how these molecules
attracted by the force of gravity formed irregular masses which
acquiring a rotary motion by condensation, either threw off portions
into space or united with other masses or developed different points
of condensation within themselves; how these points by further
condeusation formed the various planets which revolved in the
same general direction and plane about a great central point of
condensation known as a sun. Thus our earth came into exis
tence, a great fiery, gaseous ball, bound to the sun by the centrip
etal force of gravity and ever combating that force by the centrif
ugal force of its own momen tum.

After countless ages many of the gases became liquid and by
further radiation of heat the surface began to congeal and the
rocks and minerals to appear in solid form. The chemical com
binations were many. The simple compounds were first formed.
Calcium united with oxygen to form the oxide, and carbon to form
the dioxide, and as the cooling process went further the lessened
heat being more favorable to elaborate chemical combinations, the
two oxides united to form calcium carbonate. In like manner
were formed the silicates, sulphates, phosphates, and nitrates.
Carbon united directly with the metals to form the carbides and
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hydrogen with oxygen to form water. Contact of carbide and
water re!;nlted in hydrates and hydro-carbons. These latter run
ning up and down the scale of oxidation and reduction, becoming
nitrified and uniting with the various acids, produced an infinite
variety of what we call organic compounds.

When the steam had condensed to water and the earth had
cooledsufficieritly to make such an operation possible, somewhere,
somehow in this great, this incomprehensible chemical laboratory
of nature' \v'as formed a molecule or a comhination of molecules
differing froul former combinations in many respects. This mole
culewas made up of hundreds, perhaps thousands of atoms, and
these aioins were so delicately combined and adj usted that the
least external influence, be it heat, light or a mechanical force, af
fected them. It possessed an enzymic action; when placed in
proper relation to the needed substances it was capable not only of
renewing its own parts but also of building up molecules like
itself. This group of molecules was capable, upon the application
of sufficient irritation, of splitting into two or more masses, each
possessing the properties of the original. This wonderful mass of
molecules was living protoplasm and this infinitely sensitive ad
justment produced the phenomena of life.

II But," says the religionist, " this cannot be. Such a th~ory

reduces life to a mere matter of physics and chemistry. Is it not
written' that God directly created the world and made the sun and
the'moon to give light unto the earth. He made the animals and
finally created man. ' He took clay and breathed the breath of life
intoiumdthe clay lived." The scientist will acknowledge this
to be possible, for a Go~ that can create matter and' energy must
be omnipotent. B'ut while the 'direct creation method is an easy
way of getting around things, he prefers to think of the va.rious
occurrences since the beginniIig, as in accordance with, and the
result of, natural, laws and causes, and instead of acknowledging a
direct' intervention and creation, implying as it does a smashing
of the laws of the universe by the Deity, the scientific observer
attempts to explain these occurrences in accordance with natural
conditiol1s; The scientist knows that there are certain fixed laws
which govern matter and energy and he can conceive of no other
origin for them than a primary creation. After creation, matter
is left to work out its own destiny, and by theory and observation
of facts, he attempts to follow its course. The universal atom
unites to form the ordinary atoms. These build themselves up

•

. -'-
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into various combinations, in one of which is secured an extreme
sensitivenness combined with other peculiarities. This is living
protoplasm.

In order to study the phenomena of life we need not take the
higher forms. The lowest form of animal life, the moner, exhibits
exactly the same phenomena as does the highest, man, and. the
gradual change from the one to the other seems merely a differen
tiation of protoplasm. Somewhere up the gradient from the uni
cellular animal to !Dan, there appears memory, the emotions, and
the moral sense. Some people attempt to explain these by vague
allusions to the repulsion and attraction of ultimate atoms, but for
most of us common mortals, it is easier to believe that Deity here
intervened and endowed matter with an indescribable something,
the soul. But as these Psychological phenomena are not the so
called vital or physiological characteristics of protoplasm, they
have no place in this paper. For our purpose we can take the
moner, a mere microscopic jelly-like mass, without nucleus or
demonstrable chromatin, as it is more easily studied than a more
complex animal.

Science is today scarcely more than embryonic. Chemistry is
still flonndering iu the sea of empiricism, and our knowledge of
the true laws of physics is as yet vague. Consequently if life is a
matter of physics and chemistry, the explanation of life on such as
yet uncertain grounds must contain many flaws and be open to
much criticism. However, if life IS a matter of physics and chem
istry there should be many phenomena in the lifeless world which
ate analogous to, if not identical with, those we find in the world
of so-called living matter.

The tangible phenomeua of life are irritability, motion, nutri
tion, growth and reprod uction.

Protoplasm is sensitive to sound, heat, light, electricity, me
cbanical and chemical agents. It is sensitive to these irritants
as a delicate pair of scales is to the slightest particle of dust. Like
the scales, the chemical structure is balanced, as it were, on the
keenest knife edge. In response to the various irritants it sways
tbis way or that, but as too great a weight placed on the scales
destroys their sensibility, so too great an irritation destroys
the equilibrium of the chemical balance; it topples over, its sensi
ti veness is gone, and physiologic~l death has occnrred.

Sensitiveness or irritability is by no means confined to proto
plasm. So-called lifeless matter is sensitive, as many a trifler with
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explosives has found out. The indicators, phenolphthalein, for ex
ample; are sensitive to the slightest acidity or alkalinity. Proto
plasm itself is not as sensitive to the action of light as is silver
iodide~a substance which can catch the faint twinkle of a star far
heyond the range of the human eye. Jar a dish of dry nitrogen
iodide and see whether or not inorganic matter is sensitive to ex
ternal influences. Make some nitrogen bromide or chloride, if not
already convinced. These observations all tend to confirm the
same fact, namely, that so-called dead matter may be as sensitive,
some times even more sensitive, than protoplasm.

It might be well here to make some observations about nitro
gen. With the possible exceptions of the unions in the ammonia
groups and some of the oxides, nitrogen either will not enter into
combination at all or will enter so weakly as to make a very unsta
ble, "touchy" compound. Therefore when we find any particu
larly sensitive or unstable combination it usually contains nitrogen.
Take, for example, nitro-glycerine, potassinm nitrate in gunpowder,
nitrogen iodide, bromide, chloride and fluoride, the cyanogen com
pounds. Now suppose man wanted to build up a molecule that
would be infinitely sensitive to external forces, what element would
he take as a foundation? He would take one that would
admit of the most delicate adjustment of the hundreds of
necessary atoms-and that element is nitrogen. If the All
powerful Creator took. matter and breathed into it the breath of
life, I cannot conceive why he did not take silicou, or calcium, or
iron as the key-stone of the arch. These wou Id have made a far
more lasting form of life. But on the other hand, if matter w~s
left to work out its own destiny, then nitrogen, and the CN
group especially, would have been the very ones hit upon in na
ture's laboratory as the group fulfilling the requirements.

The next phenomena of life is motion-so-called spontaneous
motion. If a moner, or its higher cousin, an amoeba, is placed on a
wet stage beneath the microscope, it will be seen to thrust out pro
jections called psendopodia. If now the glass is tapped these pro
jections are withdrawn. This constitutes -the voluntary motion of
animal life. As long as the chemical structure of- the animal re
tains its equilibrium, the same proceedure will be followed by the
same result. It is a difficult matter to prove that the act is volun
tary. Probably it is no more voluntary than the fall of an apple to
the ground. The poor little creature is the slave of external con
ditions. Tile energy displayed is a change from the potential to
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the kinetic as truly as is the change going on in the boiler of an
engine.

Nutrition consists in replacing some part of the molecular
structure that has been lost under adverse circumstances. It is
a delicate chemical process, concerning which little is known,
but is not necessarily confined to living matter, for many phe
nomena take place in dead matter which certainly closely resem
ble nutrition. Take, for example, the reabsorption of carbon
dioxide by calcium oxide after it has been lost through some
external agency; or the absorption of molecules of water by a
molecule of sulphuric acid, the water being lost under adverse con
ditions and reabsorbed when again conditions are favorable. These
seem ridiculously simple when compared to nutrition, yet it is very

probable that hydration and hydrolysis are at the very foundation
of nutrition, and that the person who can explain these phenomena
in the world of dead matter can explain nutrition in the world of
so-called living matter.

Growth is the result of an excess in nutrition. The income
exceeding the out-go, the mass necessarily enlarges. The eN
group perhaps acts as an enzyme in building up other molecules of
protoplasm.

Reproduction consists in division into two or more parts. It
is the result of some irritation-as excessive food supply, heat,
light, electricity, a chemical agent, or a mechanical force ..

There is no reason why a protoplasmic mass should not keep
on growing indefinitely, provided no irritant was present; but when
the cell reaches a certain size some irritant causes a chemical
change, and a chemical change is always attended by varied and
sometimes mysterious phenomena. In this case the center of co
hesion seems to have divided, a part of the cell clustering around
each new center of cohesion, each part having the same general
characteristics of the original-just as the particles of a salt crystal
have every characteristic of the original crystal.

From all these observations, and many others that might be
made, we can see that living matter is 'closely linked to lifeless
matter, so closely linked in fact, that some day in the chemical lab
oratory of man living protoplasm may be synthetically constructed
and the phenomena of life be definitely !lroven to be merely inten
sifications or obscure alterations of many common, well understood
phenomena.
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In conc111sion, it seems as if life were nothing but force; a force
which, like electricity, we know only by its manifestations; a
force dependent upon the combustion of chemical' substances with
the evoilltion of heat, or light, or electricity, as surely as any of
these are but energy appearing in various forms. Every exhibition
of life, the slightest motion or the merest thought, requires an ex
penditure of force-a change from the potential to tile kinetic form,
or from tile kinetic to the potential. It is the same old energy that
was created in the beginning. It has been going a thousand differ
ent circuits, assuming at every turn a different manifestation or a
different name, but the same' energy still. Now light, now ileat,
now appearing as electrity, now as sound, next in some chemical
compound, and finally in the kinetic form as life.

All thought concerning such a subject as this one must neces
sarily be largely speculative. The field is new and practically un
explored, and on such a subject one person is as competent to
speculate as another. Perhaps in what I have said there may ap
pear to you many fallacies and perhaps a little truth. Still, if some
of these ideas are new to you, take them, sift them over and weigh
them, for the progress of knowledge is all too slow, and the shoul
der of the weakest as well as tile strongest should be at the wheel
to push it out of the quagmire of empiricism. It is our duty to do
our share, however slight and ineffectual it may be, for it will only
be by generations yet to come that the murky clouds of Ignorance
shall be rolled away and we shall see the shining face of Trilth.

THE LEUCOCYTE.
WILLIS J. R. RYAN.

It has fallen to my lot to address you upon a subject connected
with physiology, and although physiology is a science of vital im
portance to a physician, yet I must confess that I am but meagerly
informed in regard to it.

After having considered the subject, Blood, as a whole, I
found that it would be almost impossible to do justice to it all in
the short space of time allotted to me, and so I have selected that
part which has always seemed to me, to be the most interesting
and important, namely, the Leucocyte or white blood cell.

The story of the Leucocyte is long and intricate from the
time he makes his appearance until he disappears. Hence it will
be well to go about the description in a methodical manner, first
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taking up his appearance uuder the microscope, then his function
within the animal body.

Taking a drop of blood as it comes from the veins and placing
it on a microscope slide properly prepared, we find the leucocyte
in company with numerous other celIs, from which, however, they
can be easily distingaished. They are spherical in form, their size
varying considerably, bat on an average they are about 1-2500 of
an inch in diameter, and their number compared to the red blood
cells is one to five or six hnndred. The leacocyte is a colorless
mass with one or more neucli, fulfilling all the requirements of a
mass of living protoplasm .or cell, and behaves as an independent
cell. If yon observe its action nnder the microscope you wiII notice
daring a short period that it changes to varions shapes by altering
its protoplasmic substance, which gives the characteristic move
ment, known as the amoeboid movemen t.

·Wonderful as it may seem, that our hlood, teems with millions
of these independent living organisms, it is yet more wonderfnl ·to
think that these microscopic cells within our bodies should so
closely resemble a form of life which existed even before man him
self, the amoeba. The lencocyte compared with the amoeba seems
wonderfully like it, both in action aud appearance. The amoeba
eats by engulfing food particles within its soft protoplasmic mass,
and in like manner does the leucocyte feed itself, it also ingests
solid particles; and rejects indigestable matters, in the same man
ner as the amoeba.

If we now consider the work done by the lencocyte, in the
animal body, it will be immediately apparent that he plays a most
important part in the complex living mechanism and has a function
distinctly his own.

The fnnction of the red blood cell, as we all know, is to carry
oxygen to all parts of the body, and retnrning to gather the waste
products thrown off by the various organs of excretion. But that of
the leucocyte is of a much more complicated character. Its
daty consists, not in affording nutrition to the animal body when
in its natural state of health, but it stands as a bulwark against
the attack of those agencies which continualIy threaten the body
with disease and death ..

For example, suppose we produce an artificial inflammation in
a tissue which can be inspected under the microscope. We may
easily see that the whole inflammatory process is merely a stniggle
between the leucocytes on the one hand and whatever caused the
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irritation ou the other. We notice that the blood current in
the inj ured part has slowed down, the fluid portion of the blood
escapes at tbe seat of the injury, and t1J.e white blood cells, or
lencocytes, gatber from all parts or' the body and migrate
into the tissue in search of the offending agencies. At first
we see little else than the escape of serum, but later on the
irritated part becomes turgid, and it is then seen that the leucocytes
have made it their destination, and forthwith begins the work for
which they have gathered, namely, the destruction or removal of
the cause of irritation.

Toward the end of their diligent labors the irritated part be
comes filled with pus, and on an examination of this pus we find
that it is co:nposed of the bodies of dead leucocytes, who have lost
their lives in this heroic struggle for the health of the whole body.

Hence an apt illustration presents itself here, with the leuco
cyte in the character of a defending army, striving to overcome aJ;!
intruding enemy and stay its inroads upon the more delicate por
tions of the body.

Every living organism may be said to maintain an army of
these wonderful soldiers, which vary in number as they are needed
for its protection. When the body is invaded by bacilli, micrococci,
chemical or other irritants, information of the aggression is tele
graphed by means of the vaso-motor nerves to all parts of the body,
and the gallant leucocyte rushes fo the defense, while recruits and
reinforcements are constantly arriving at the scene of the attack, so
that it is not infrequently noticed that their number is increased to
fi ve times the normal standard. But in the conflict a proportionate
uumber of cells die, and are to a certain extent devoured by their
companions, though wben the cell tissue becomes burdened with
the dead bodies of leucocytes, they form what is known as pus. So
that in the latter stages of the struggle we find that these van
quished soldiers become as injurious to the body as they were
anxious during their lives to protect it from harm.

Tbe removal of disease-producing agents from tbe tissues of
the living animal is, however, not the only duty these cells perform;
they are also the active agents in the healing of wounds, and play'
an important part in general repair.

Take, for example, a scratch of a needle, in itself an insignifi
cant thing, but ShO!lld it remain thns withont repair serious results
would be likely to follow, as it would afford au excellent stopping
place for infectious germs and would give them ready entrance ioto
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the body. Now our goodfriend, the leucocyte, again shows himself
as a true patriot and protector; with, his valiant' companions he
rushes into the breach and, if it is small, soon has it repaired.

But if he finds the destruction great, his task becomes more
serious. Still he can't be daunted, seeing on the instant in what
manner he can proceed with his work to best advantage, he decides
on a true means of repair by patching. To effect this end he ~ffers

up his own life, and his body becoming modified and changed, fur
nishes the material with which he fills in the gap.

If the wound has been slight all signs of the disfigurement dis
appear; but if it has been of a more serious character the cicatrix
or scar of the wound remaius, leaving behind an enduring monu
ment to' mark the heroic efforts of the gallant leucocyte.

Even though we admit that the. whole story of the struggle of
the animal body against prod llcers of disease is not definitely ktlown,
it cannot be denied that the greater part of the conflict is borne by
the leucocyte. He stands like a faithful warder at every entrance
to the body, ever watching for his insidious enemy, the destructive
microbe, who comes like the unbidden guest, with disease and pes
tilence in his train. Against such attack the leucocyte defends
with spirit, and when at last successful, sacrifices his own life to re
pair the damages wrought by the invader.

Whence comes the intelligence which directs these orderly
movements and tbis marvelous resistance to harmful agents we can·
not say. And one who studies this subject cannot fail to be in
spired with something akin to admiration for these minute organisms
which S0 fully and unfailingly perform the important duties assigned
to them for the well being of the body as a whole.

THE CHEMISTRY OF PROTEIDS.
M. A. FLOERSCH.

Although the Science of Chemistry has reached a high degree
of accuracy in the so-called inorganic and the greater portion of
the organic world, it certainly will take a long time, if ever, for
Chemistry to give us a definite picture of the more important con
stituents of the body.

In studying living organisms, we find that, from the very low
est to the highest form, there is a common primary substance,
which is known as protoplasm. This protoplasm, if we can judge
by its products of decomposition, is a very complex and unstable
substance, composed of the elements; carbon, p)'drogen, oxygen,
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nitrogen and sulphur, salts and water; and this exceedingly delicate
and complex arrangemen t of its elf:ments, the nature of which we
can never positively determine, is the reason why protoplasm so
easily gets out of fix and loses that sensitiveness of equilibrium,
which, on the one hand maintains matter in a certain condition
and balances on the other, an endowed principle of matter which
we call life.

Of course, we cannot analyze protoplasm as protoplasm, but
we can take the nearest thing to it which is proteid or dead proto
plasm, a substance most important as a food and best obtained by
subjecting living structures to analytical processes..

Protoplasm is said to belong to the cyanogen. grou p and pro
teids to the ammonia group; but as yet no satisfactory explana
tion has been given for the chemical change, if there is a chemical
change, when pro.toplasm becomes a proteid, except that perhaps
the nitrogen in the C N radicle, switches around in some way and
forms an N H compound. Proteids are certainly not very much
different from protoplasm, as far as we know, from a chemical
standpoint; but, as there is no chemical or structural formula for
either, we have poor means of judging, and I might also here say,
that as long as the chemical or structural formula is unknown, we
have small hope of ever being able to make proteids artificially.

However it has been found that proteids contain from 5I.5 to
54·5 per cent. of carbon, 6.9 to 7.3 per cent. of hydrogen, I5.2 to
I7 per cent. of nitrogen, 3 to 2 per cent. of sulphur and 20·9 to
23.5 per cent. of oxygen. Proteids are highly nitrogenous sub
stances of very complex structure and capable of being decomposed
into ammonia, carbonic acid, amines, fatty acids, amido-acids like
leucine, lysatine and glycocine and the aromatic compounds like
tyrosine. Proteids are not all alike and their points of difference
form a basis for their classification. They are classified according
to their solubilities or insolubilities, their behavior with heat aud
certain chemical reagents into siq or seven groups. They are the
native albumins, derived albumins glybnlins, coagulated pro-
teids, proteoses and·peptones. .

The various gronps of proteids have certain COllllllon chemical
and physical properties by which they can easily be known:
all proteids are levo-rotatory, i. e.: they turn a ray of polarized
light to the left but the degree of rotation varies with the individual
proteid. All the proteids except peptones are also colloids,i.e.: they
do not pass readily.through an animal membrane. This can be illus-
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trated by taking a small portion of intestine, containing a saline so
lution of albumen and which has been firmly tied at both ends and
suspended in water. The salt, which is a crystaloid will pass
through readily and be replaced by water: whereas the albumen, a
colIoid, remains in the intestine. If, however, some pepsin acidu
lated with a little hydrochloric acid, be put in the intestine with
the albumin, we find by testing the water after some time, that the
albumin has passed through the intestine but it has become changed
by the pepsin into a hydrated variety of proteid called peptone.

In connection with proteids, there are two terms which should
be carefnlly distinguished-coagulation and precipitation. The
term coagulation is used when an insoluble proteid is obtained from
a soluble one, as when the proteid like the white of an egg is heat
ed or when an insohlble precipitate is formed by certain reagents,
as tannic acid. A clot is also a coagulation but it is produced by
different factors called ferments; as fibrin-ferment in the produc
tion of a clot from blood or rennet, which is a milk-curdling fer
ment. A precipitate, however is different. When a proteid is pre
cipitated as by complete saturation with ammonium sulphate, the
precipitate is still readily soluble in suitable reagents. There are
a few 'principal tests and reactions by which all proteid can be
recognized, hut as the white of egg is the handiest and best type of
proteid at my disposal, I 'will try to illustrate the various tests and
reactions for proteids under the head of albumens.

The principal native albumens are serum albumen and egg al
bumen. They are both soluble in water, in dilute saline solutions
and in saturated solutions of sodium chloride and magnesium sui
phate. The only difference between the two is, that egg albumen
is precipitated by ether and serum albumen' is not. Serum albu
men is found in large quantity in the serum of blood. It may be
separated from the paraglobulin of serum by p'recipitating the lat
ter, which is done by diluting the serum with twenty times its vol
ume of water and then adding a trace of acetic acid or passing a
stream of carbonic acio gas through the diluted serum. Albumen
is also found in smaller quantities in chyle and lymph and in the
brain, liver, kidneys, muscles and pancreas. In inflammations it
may occur most anywhere and in certain diseased conditions 'it is
also.met with in the urine.

1'0 be continued in next issue.
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THE BANQUET.

The first annual banquet, given by the students to the Faculty
and to our founder, Mr. Creighton, was held in the Commercial
Club rooms ou Thursday, December 16th.

The rooms were tastefully decorated with palms and potted
plants, and an energetic orchestra discoursed sweet music during
the first part of the evening and until the speaking began.

The company began to gather soon after eight, and fully an
hour was spent in conversation and good-fellowship between the
students and their guests. Shortly after nine a concerted move
ment was made upon the dining room, the vanguard under the
leadership of Dr. Foote.

The tables were arranged in the form of a hollow square, the
speaker's table at the head, and everyone was placed so that he
could see and hear all to good advantage.

The menu, though plain, was good and substantial. It was
as follows:

Bouillon.

Roast Beet. Potatoes.

Stuffed Quail.

Wine.

Ice Cream. Cake and Maccaroons.

Crackers and Cheese.

Coffee. Cigars.

After the cigars were lighted, Mr. Pinto, of the Senior Class,
addressed the company, and said that while it had not been the
intention that he should act as toastmaster. the unfortunate acci
dent which had befallen Mr. Conlan, who had been selected for that
office, made it necessary. He first called upon Mr. B. M. Riley as
one of the committee of invitation which had waited upon Mr. John
A. Creighton. Mr·. Riley said that Mr. Creighton had expressed
much pleasure at the message and regretted exceedingly that a
business engagement prevented his being present. However, he
sent his thanks and hearty good wishes.
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Mr. Pinto then, in a neat speech, introduced the first speaker,
Father Pahls, President of the University, who responded to the
toast. "The John A. Creighton Medical College." Father Pahls
spoke of a previous occasion when he had responded to. the same
toast. It was at the old St. Joseph's Hospital, and "without the
night was dark and gloomy, while within the fitful gleaming of the
oil lamps through their red shades, and in the room above the for
saken tenements of the dead, made a fit setting for some dark and
desperate plot." He then recalled the pleasant time they did have
that evening, and compared the situation of the College then with
its present beautiful qllarters. His remarks were heartily .ap~

plauded, and he was followed by the next speaker, Mr. Connell,
1900, who spoke to the toast' 'OLU Founder." He reviewed the
good works of some of the great philanthropists of the East-Peter
Cooper, John Harvard, Stephen Girard-and said that right here
in 'our own city we had one whose name and benefactions should
be written with those he had spoken of-"Our Founder, John A.
Creighton. "

Dr. Bryant was then called upon to forecast "Our Future as
Physicians." This he did in an entertaining speech in which he
painted the future in bright colors, though at the same time he
warned the students that the realization of the bright picture he
had drawn lay in their own hands to make or mar as they would.

Dr. Foote told of the hard things which are said about "The
Medical Student." How people always associate with him the
smells of the dissecting room, the wanton torturings of Towser and
l'abby, the ghoulish descent upon the grave yard, and really be
lieve that he does all these things purely for enjoyment aud out of
the inborn impishness of his nature. He then contrasted with this
idea the angelic spirit which really does hold sway in the mind of
the medical student, and showed that such things were done only
as the stern necessities of a medical education.

Mr. Wherry, of the Class of '99, made one of the wittiest and
pleasantest speeches of the evening in response to the toast' 'Our
Institution in the Future." "Our hope and interest is centered in
the child," he said. "The man grown is no longer an unknown
quantity; we have learned his limitations; but in the child lies un
developed boundless possibilities for the future. Therefore our
hopes for the future of our institution are without limit, as no
one can foresee what she may do." . He then wittily described
the favorable auspices under which our Alma Mater was born
though in such terms as would lead one to believe that Dr.
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Bryant was mistaken in his prognosis of 'Wherry as the futnre great
alienist, and that he onght rather to have seen in him the great
obstetrician of the future.

After him came Dr. Lacy, who entertained the company with
an accottt1t of "The Snrgery of Twenty Years Ago, " and by com-

paring what was then attempted with the operative surgery of to
day, he showed the wonderfnl progress which has been made in
that time.

H. L. Akin, IgOI, gave a response to the sentiment "Onr
Alma Mater." After drawing attention to the affection which the
upper' c1assinen have to the dark, mysterious doctors' satchel, he
nrged loyalty to the College and hard work to advance her good
name.

'With some good stories by Dr. Thomas the banquet was
brought to an end. But jnst as the company was rising, Dr. VV.
O. Henry moved that the Facnlty pass a resolntion of thanks to
the students for the very enjoyable evening which they had just
passed. This motion was carried with a will, and all dispersed
voting the banqnet a complete success and hoping that it might be
continued as a regular custom.

LOCALS.

The base ball men had better think about getting out for prac
tice as soon as spring opens up, so the college can see how well the
new uniform~will look on their manly forms.

Dr. Reuben Robinson and Miss Rose Levi were married on
December 28th by Rabbi Leo Franklin. They will be at home
after Jannary 20th at 524 South 24th street. We wish them mnch
happiness.

The thanks of the College are dne and are hereby tendered to
the Banquet Committee for the, excellent manner in which their
work was performed. There was not a bitch in the programme,
though the enforced absence of Mr. Conlan threatened to make
some distnrbance of plans at one time. '

One of our professors from over the river had a singular expe
rience the night of the banquet. He saw the "northern lights"
(they were over Henshaw's), mistaking them for the last car over
the bridge, started after them on the dead jnmp. vVe presnme he
caught them all right; but he was here to his next lectnre, just the
same.



CLASS CHAT.

1898.
How· many scores were tallied in the last game of balI, Joe,

! efore you stmck out?

J. M. Young, our secretary, assisted Sherman & McConnell
during the holiday rush.

We are very glad to see Gasson with us again. He has recov
ered nicely from his illness .

.Cloughly says that \Vearne and Pinto are like "Dusty"
Rhodes' hair, --- hard to part.

Miss Griffiths is the only lady student· in the class of '98,
"Like some sweet flower blooming alone in the desert."

Fred Wearne wonders why everyone seems to know that he
is a medical student. Cut off those wind-sifters and then see what
they think you are.

At the last class meeting, Mr. A. S. Pinto was unanimously
chosen valedictorian. They certainly made a good selection. It
was suggested, also, that a class pin would be a nice thing.

Drs. C. B. Little, P. Cavanaugh and O. C. Rogers are taking
a post-graduate course. They have all been in practice for some
years, and so are better able to judge what is most important to
know.

There is a heap of trouble on Rogers' mind. His barber, in a
fit of absent-minded ness, removed the greater part of that tawny
hirsute appendage of his. He was inclined to resent tlIe action at
first, but since he has been christened Chauncey M. he seems
somewhat assllaged. However, he is a good specimen of before
and after taking.

1899.
The editors have kindly given a page of the BULLETIN for the

nse of the members of the third year class, and it is to be hoped
that they will avail themselves of the offer and make it the best
page in the jonrnal. The class has the ability to do so, and we
would be glad if it would send to the editor any matter of general
interest relating to the class, individually or as a whole. An invi
tation is extended to any member to write short, concise articles
on subjects pertaining to class work. If you have made any new
discoveries, or have evolved some new ideas, let us have them. It
is true that a man who has been engaged in general practice for
twenty-five years has learned a great many things, and, on the
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subject of general methods, is entitled to the greatest considera
tion; but in technique, and the special details accompanying the
latest developments in medicine, there is no reason why the' stu
dent should take a back seat. The student is prolific in theories
and theories are what we want. They may all be wrong, but what
of that. How very few of all the countless theories advanced by
the older heads have been right. Every theory, however bad, is
entitled to consideration, for often in attempting to prove it false
we stumble upon the truth. So if you have any pet idea that you
have been carefully shielding- from the public gaze, bring it ont.
If it be weak, .sickly and puny, what does it matter. Provided
it is your own idea, don't disown it. Don't try to cover up any
crudeness it may have by furbelows of rhetoric, with big words
tacked on for bows. Just dress it in plain and simple English,
stating your views concisely, and you will be pleased with its ap
pearance even if the world isn't startled. If you have been treat
ing some cases specially, or, so far as that is concerned, if you
have been treating them in the ordinary way, let us have a history
of the case with your methods of treatment and the result. If, in
handling some case, you have gone out of the beaten paths and
adopted some original methods of your own let us know the ont
come, whether disastrous or otherwise. The editor of this page
.£loesn't advise your striking out into new paths indiscriminately.
but if you have done so, the result would be interesting. Most
great things have been discovered, however, by striking ont in
just this way, and striking out, too, in the face of all advice to the
contrary. Original work may not be in very great favor with the
profession, but it is the measure of success just the same, and,
though we don't advise it, we will be extremely glad to know the
results. This page is for the class, and what you write will be for
the benefit of the class, so you need feel no hesitancy in taking
your ee pen in hand."

1900.
Jorgenson, eX-Igoo, is very ill at his home in Harlan, Iowa.

Riley was present during a severe attack of epilepsy at his
home in Dawson, Neb.

Drasky visited relatives at Wilber. He is an old hunter, and
game is reported very scarce in that district since his visit.

Steffenson spent his holiday at Ida Grove, Iowa. He worked
up quite an extensive practice dnring the two weeks he was there.
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Ask Ryan about the presentation he attended last week. We
don't know exactly what kind of a presentation it was, but he can
tell you.

Bellinger skillfully performed a capital operation last week.
He removed a seed wart from his brother's little finger. Doctor
and patient are doing well.

The class of 1900 is about to begin tile preparation of their
drawings of pathological specimens. They will be arranged by
W. J. R. Ryan.

Gray reports lots of excitement during the holidays. He was
called in to attend a man who had severed the internal jugular.
Bob had the case well under way when some inconsiderate elder
physicians appeared on the scene and have since claimed the glory
of the man's recovery. There is too much of this sort of thing in
the profession, trying to take the credit of another man's work.

1901.
Have you noticed Bill Green's decorated chemistry apron?

The class has commenced work on the drawings for Dr. Foote.

Delanney helped administer the anti-toxin treatment to a diph-
theretic patient.

Brown's subject for his chemistry paper is "The Manufacture
of Matches" (love matches.)

Songster has begnn his obstetric work early. He was assist
ant during several cases last month at his home, Exeter, Neb.

The following members of the first year class dissected every
afternoon during the holidays: Billion, McEvoy, Hellwig, Ford,
Green, Ak.in, Griffin and Moore.

Griff says the man who put that piece of meat in his pocket in
"de last dark 0' de moon" is a thief and a liar. Griff got hold of
it in a dark place somewhere way out on Shennan avenne, and the
way he tore up the pavement was "scan'lotls."

Miss Sanders passed her vacation visiting with some friends,
and while on a visit over in the Bluffs she was called into consulta
tion by Miss Aylesworth over a severe case of mash (that is,
mashed finger.) Of course they disagreed. Miss Aylesworth ad
vocated hot water and Miss Sanders cold water for the injured
finger, and they finally compromised by pouring on cold and then
hot, so that both might claim the merit if the patient recovered.
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The following from the Mt. Aetna, la., Bazoo, will be of in
terest: I 'Our distinguished fellow citizen, Orlando Eliphalet Coak
ley, returned last Thursday from Omaha, where be has been study
ing in the John A. Creighton Medical College. Mr. Coakley is
reported to bave made one of the finest dissections ever seen in the
west, even if he did stick the Sartorius muscle on to its attachment
with a pin, so that the professor would not see that he had torn it
off.' ,

. .... Council Blnffs, Iowa.
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Cor. 16th and Donglas Streets.
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FREDERIC So THOMAS, rIo Do,
NEUR0L0GIST,

'Will Vbit in Consultation-when called by physicians.
Ca.ses of Mental or Nervous Diseases.
Also, Hospital Facilities Furnished.

~~~~:ooxooJ~~~~~~~I OBST~l:'!;;Y~}~:;"ESA:SES I
:I MERCER'S J:::>ILL ~ITH, BLUe. I
I

THE l\'IERCEI~ CHEMICAL Co., Omaha, Neb. Gotbenbl1r~,Neb., October 25. IHCJ4. I
". 13111 very favorably impressed with all THE MERCJ<':R CHEMICAL Ga., Omaha, Neb.

yourfurmnl;:e. but especially with Pill Vita. De<.1rSirs: Mr. \V.-, aR'cd 39, married
I ordered them for a patient (a married lady) over two ye-ars. Since baving- a n attack of

I
who seemed devoid of any sexual teelingoo paraly~is on the l~ft Ride bas suffered com-I
whatever, lI:l\~il1g no desire for coitus and p1ele impotencp-I ~ay complete advise-dl)",
only submitting- from a s~nse or duty. It as he has not expt'rienced in all-tbat time
gives me pleasure to inform you that two eyen a partial ereclion. Hut I must confe~s

I
bottles of your Pill Vita lJave material1y my g-reat surprise and satisfaction aftpr 24
cbal1!!ed this condition, and the patient is da,Ys' treatment with your Pill Vita (Blue)
rapidly J[aining in sexual power. Previous to ha~e the patient report himFelf entirely

I
, to this treatment ghe had used a.lmost e"ery cured. and the verdict-J!uilt.'9 of usinJ[ Mer-

other apbrodisiac in tbe market with Doef- cer':i Pill Vita. (Bluel-bas created haptJi·
feet. Please send one h;'llf dozen bottles negs and reunited a happy couple.
and oblige S. J. BRIETZ, M. D., Respectfully, DR. W. P. SMITH,

Hamilton. Ark. A.s't Surg. U. P. Ry.

I
Pill Vita is one of the most powerful aphrodisiacs l<nown to medicine and we also recommend

it as a vitalizer for the oyaries, thereby produclng regular menstruation.
100 mailed to any address 011 receipt of One Dollar.

Dbpensiug Physician. desiring to save money THE MEROER OHEMIOAL 00"
in the,r purchase.s of medic,ne. will obtain v.lua· Standard Pharmaceutical Preparations.
ble llIfo.rmatlOn ,.n detail, FREE OF ANY CHARGE OMAHA NEB
b,Y sending uS tl1etr address. I •
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